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Abstract—The sharing economy has upset the market for
housing and transportation services. Homeowners can rent out
their property when they are away on vacation, car owners can
offer ridesharing services. These sharing economy business mod-
els are based on monetizing under-utilized infrastructure. They
are enabled by peer-to-peer platforms that match eager sell-
ers with willing buyers. Are there compelling sharing economy
opportunities in the electricity sector? What products or services
can be shared in tomorrow’s smart grid? We begin by exploring
sharing economy opportunities in the electricity sector, and dis-
cuss regulatory and technical obstacles to these opportunities. We
then study the specific problem of a collection of firms sharing
their electricity storage. We characterize equilibrium prices for
shared storage in a spot market. We formulate storage investment
decisions of the firms as a non-convex non-cooperative game. We
show that under a mild alignment condition, a Nash equilibrium
exists, it is unique, and it supports the social welfare. We dis-
cuss technology platforms necessary for the physical exchange
of power, and market platforms necessary to trade electricity
storage. We close with synthetic examples to illustrate our ideas.

Index Terms—Sharing economy, electricity storage, time-of-use
pricing, Nash equilibrium.

I. SHARING IN THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR

THE SHARING economy. It is all the rage. Going on vaca-
tion? Rent out your home for extra income! Not using

your car. Rent it out for extra income! Companies such as
AirBnB, VRBO, Lyft, and Uber are disrupting certain busi-
ness sectors [1]. Their innovative business models are based
on resource sharing that leverage underutilized infrastructure.
And much of our infrastructure is indeed underused. On the
average, cars are simply parked 95% of the time [2]. Investors
have rewarded companies in this new sharing economy model.
For example, privately held Uber reached a valuation of $60
Billion in December 2015. Many of the assets in the electric-
ity grid are also underutilized. This is due to over-engineering
because reliability is at a premium, and because the market and
physical infrastructure for sharing remains to be developed.
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A. Sharing Opportunities in the Smart Grid

To date, sharing economy successes in the grid have been
confined to crowd-funding for capital projects [3]. What other
products or services could be shared in tomorrow’s grid? We
can imagine three possibilities. Many others surely exist.

1) Sharing Excess Generation From Rooftop PV: Surplus
residential PV generation is sold today through net-metering
programs. Here, utilities purchase excess residential generation
at a fixed price πnm. Usually πnm is the retail price and there
is an annual cap, so households cannot be net energy produc-
ers over the course of a year. Utilities are mandated to offer
net-metering, but do so reluctantly and view such programs
with hostility as it threatens their profitability and business
model [4]. Net-metering is not, strictly-speaking, sharing. True
resource sharing would pool excess PV generation and trade
this over a spot market. Utilities could be paid a toll for access
to their distribution infrastructure.

2) Sharing Flexible Demand Recruited by a Utility: Many
consumers have flexibility in their electricity consumption
patterns. Some consumers can defer charging their electric
vehicles, or modulate use of their AC systems. Utilities are
recognizing and monetizing the value of this demand flexibil-
ity. Excess recruited demand flexibility could be shared and
used at other buses where generation is expensive. Trading this
shared resource requires infrastructure to coordinate physical
power transactions and support financial transactions.

3) Sharing Unused Capacity in Installed Electricity
Storage: Firms faced with time-of-use (ToU) pricing might
invest in storage if it is sufficiently cheap. These firms could
displace some of their peak period consumption by charging
their storage during off-peak periods when electricity is cheap,
and discharging it during peak periods when it is dear. On days
when their peak period consumption happens to be low, these
firms may have unused storage capacity. This could be sold
to other firms. This sharing economy opportunity is the focus
of this paper.

B. Challenges to Electricity Sharing Business Models

A principal difficulty with sharing economy business mod-
els for electricity is in tracing power flow point-to-point [5].
Electricity injected at various nodes and extracted at others
flows according to Kirchoff’s Laws, and we cannot assert
that a KWh of electricity was sold by party α to party β.
As a result, supporting peer-to-peer shared electricity services
requires coordination in the hardware that transfers power [6].
An alternative is to devise pooled markets which is possible
because electricity is an undifferentiated good. Regulatory and
policy obstacles may impede wider adoption of sharing [7].
The early adopters will use behind-the-meter opportunities
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such as in industrial parks or campuses, where sharing can
be conducted privately without utility interference.

The successes of AirBnB or Uber are, to a large extent,
resulted by their peer-to-peer sharing platform. This brings
together willing sellers and eager buyers and enables to settle
on mutually beneficial transactions. In the electricity sector, the
challenges are to develop (a) software platforms that support
trading, and (b) hardware platforms that realize the associ-
ated physical transfers of electricity. These must be scalable,
support security, and accommodate various market designs.

C. Our Research Contributions

We study the specific problem of a collection of firms shar-
ing their electricity storage. The principal contributions of this
paper are:

– Stylized Model for Storage Sharing: We develop simpli-
fied model for the cost functions of firms facing fixed
time-of-use tariffs that may invest in storage for price
arbitrage.

– Spot Market for Sharing: We formulate storage sharing
as a spot market where unused stored electricity can be
traded. We characterize the random clearing prices in this
market.

– Optimal Investment Decisions: We formulate the
investment decisions of a collection of firms as a
non-cooperative Storage Investment Game. This is a
nonconvex game.

– Characterization of the Nash Equilibrium: Under a mild
alignment condition, we show that this game admits a
Nash Equilibrium. We further show that if a Nash equi-
librium exists, it is unique. We explicitly characterize the
optimal investment decisions at this Nash equilibrium. We
show that these optimal investment decisions support the
social welfare, i.e., they coincide with the optimal invest-
ment decision made by a social planner who minimizes
the sum of the objective functions of the individual firms.

– Neutrality of Aggregator: We show that the aggregator
serves to inform firms of their optimal storage investments
while protecting their private information.

– Coalitional Stability: We prove that at this Nash equilib-
rium, no firm or subset of firms is better off defecting to
form their own coalition.

– Implementation: Under sequential decision making, we
propose a natural payment mechanism for new firms
to join the sharing coalition and realize this Nash
Equilibrium.

D. Related Work

There are studies on estimating the arbitrage value and wel-
fare effects of storage in electricity markets. Graves et al. [8]
study the value of storage arbitrage in deregulated markets.
Sioshansi et al. [9] explore the role of storage in whole-
sale electricity markets. Bradbury et al. [10] examine the
economic viability of the storage systems through price arbi-
trage. Zheng et al. [11] introduce agent-based models to
explore tariff arbitrage opportunities for residential storage
systems. Bitar et al. [12] characterize the marginal value

Fig. 1. Agents and interactions.

of co-located storage in firming intermittent wind power.
Wu et al. [13] address the optimal coordination of distributed
energy resources including the energy storage. There many
other works which focus on the control and coordination
aspects of distribution-level energy storage. Van de Ven et al.
propose an optimal control framework for end-user energy
storage devices in [14]. Integrating electric vehicles-to-grid
(V2G) as distributed energy resources is also an active area of
research, exploring the control and economics aspects of this
problem [15]–[17]. While these previous works illuminate the
economic value of storage to an individual, to the best of our
knowledge, the analysis of shared electricity services has not
been addressed in the literature.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

For a random variable X, its expectation is written E[X],
the probability of some event A is Prob(A), and we define
x+ = max{x, 0}.

A. Pricing and Consumption Model

Consider a collection of n firms that use electricity. An
aggregator interfaces between these firms and the utility. The
aggregator itself does not consume electricity. It purchases the
collective electricity needed by the firms from the utility, and
resells this to the firms at cost. Firms can trade electricity with
each other, or purchase electricity from the utility through the
intermediary aggregator. The physical delivery of electricity
for these transactions are conducted over a private distribution
system within the aggregators purview. Prices imposed by the
utility are passed through to the firms. The aggregator does not
have the opportunity to sell excess electricity back to the util-
ity (no net metering). The situation we consider is illustrated
in Fig. 1.

Remark 1: Examples of the situation we consider include
firms in an industrial park, office buildings on a campus,
or homes in a residential complex. The aggregator might be
the owner of the industrial park, the university campus, or
the housing complex community. There is a single point of
coupling or metered connection to the utility. Exchanges of
energy between firms, buildings, or homes are behind-the-
meter private transactions outside the regulatory jurisdiction
of the utility. The distribution grid serving these firms, build-
ings, or homes is private. It could be communally owned or
provided by the aggregator for a fee. If this fee is a fixed
connection charge, our results are unaffected. Analysis of shar-
ing when the distribution system charge is proportional to use
is substantially more complex and falls outside the scope of
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Fig. 2. Consumption and Time-of-Use Pricing.

this paper. We ignore capacity constraints in this private dis-
tribution grid, and our results are agnostic to its topology. We
also ignore line losses in the distribution system.

Each day is divided into two fixed, contiguous periods –
peak and off-peak. The firms face common time-of-use (ToU)
prices. During peak hours, they face a price πh, while dur-
ing off-peak hours, they face a lower price π�. These prices
are fixed and known. Our formulation considers the simplest
situation of two-period ToU pricing.

The consumption of firm k during peak and off-peak hours
on day t are the random processes Xk(t) and Yk(t) respectively.
We model Xk as an independent identically distributed random
sequence. Let Fk(·) be the cumulative distribution function of
Xk(t) for any day t. Let fk(·) be the probability density function
of Xk(t) for any day t. Empirical distributions of Xk may be
estimated from historical data using standard methods [18]. Let

Xc =
∑

k

Xk (1)

be the collective peak-period consumption of all the firms.
The cumulative distribution function and probability density
function for Xc are Fc(·) and fc(·) respectively. Consumption
and pricing are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Remark 2: The off-peak consumption Yk is not material to
our results. This is because it is serviced at π� which is the
lowest price at which electricity is available. The use of storage
cannot reduce this expense. We therefore disregard Yk in the
remainder of this paper.

Remark 3: Orthodox economists have long advocated for
the implementation of RTP because it reflects the true costs of
electricity and results in long-run efficiency benefits [19], [20].
However, regulators are often reluctant to implement RTP
especially for small consumers. The common arguments
against RTP adoption are that (a) it is too complex for small
electricity users, (b) it exposes small consumers to potentially
large price volatility and associated risk [21]. Time-of-Use
Price (ToU) and Critical-Peak Pricing (CPP) and their variants
offer a compromise. They approximate RTP without imple-
mentation complexity or imposing price volatility risk on end
users. Indeed, we are unaware of jurisdictions where resi-
dential customers are exposed to RTP. Our choice to explore
storage sharing under a simple ToU tariff is motivated by its
broad prevalence. Most utilities in California are already on
a path to move all residential customers to default TOU pric-
ing by 2019. This is likely to be adopted nationwide. As our

ToU pricing model is simple, we are able to derive analytical
results on the benefits of sharing. Extensions to RTP would be
much more complex, and is beyond the scope of this paper.

If storage is sufficiently cheap, firms will invest in storage
to arbitrage ToU pricing. Let πs be the daily capital cost of
storage amortized over its lifespan. Define

arbitrage price πδ = πh − π� > 0, (2)

arbitrage constant γ = πδ − πs

πδ
. (3)

For storage to offer a viable arbitrage opportunity we clearly
require

πs < πδ. (4)

In this case, 0 < γ < 1. With this assumption it is profitable
for firms to invest in storage. They charge their storage dur-
ing off-peak hours when electricity is cheap, and discharge it
during peak hours when it is dear. Note that the energy that
is held in storage is always acquired at price π�/kWh. Let Ck

be the storage investment of firm k, and let

Cc =
∑

k

Ck. (5)

be the collective storage investment of all the firms.
Remark 4: Electricity storage is expensive. The amortized

cost of Tesla’s Powerwall Lithium-ion battery is around
25¢/kWh per day [22] (assuming one charge-discharge cycle
per day over its 5 year lifetime). At current storage prices,
ToU pricing rarely offers arbitrage opportunities. An excep-
tion is the three-period PG&E A6 program [23] under which
the electricity prices per kWh are 54¢ for peak hours (12:00pm
to 6:00pm), 25¢ for part-peak hours (8:30am to 12:00pm,
and 6:00pm to 9:30pm), and 18¢ for off peak hours (rest of
the day). Storage prices are projected to decrease by 30% by
2020 [22]. Our results offer a framework for the analysis of
sharing in this future of cheap electricity storage prices with
lucrative sharing opportunities.

B. Assumptions and Justification

We make the following assumptions.
A.1 Arbitrage opportunity exists: πδ > πs.
A.2 Firms are price takers: the total storage investment is

modest and does not influence the ToU pricing offered
by the utility.

A.3 Inelastic demand: the statistics of the demand Xk,Yk

for firm k are not affected by savings from ToU
arbitrage.

A.4 Statistical assumptions: fk(·) is continuously differen-
tiable and fc(x) > 0 for x ≥ 0.

A.5 Electricity storage is ideal: it is lossless, and perfectly
efficient in charging/discharging.

A.6 Storage investments by the firms are made
simultaneously.

Assumption A.1 is the necessary and sufficient condition
for investment in storage to be profitable.

Assumption A.2 requires discussion. In this paper, we
restrict our attention to the scenario where the number of firms
is small and their storage investment is modest compared to the
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total daily peak-period electricity energy demand. As a result,
the storage charging/discharging decisions of the agents will
not affect the ToU pricing offered by the utility.

In the short run, given the current and projected prices
of electricity storage ($350 per kWh), firms will gradually
invest in storage. It is unlikely that we will see rapid and
extremely deep penetration of electricity storage at levels that
would influence the ToU pricing offered by utilities. Indeed, in
today’s retail market, there is some price stability as firms elect
to accept a ToU tariff plan that is contractually fixed for a cer-
tain period of time. Our paper analyzes investment decisions
in this regime where small numbers of firms incrementally
invest in storage.

In the long run, it may happen that storage becomes very
cheap, say storage costs $30 - 50 per kWh. In this case, if
the number of firms using storage becomes large, their charg-
ing/discharging decisions could affect ToU tariffs. However, at
such low storage price levels, the entire structure of electric-
ity markets changes dramatically. Arbitrage against ToU prices
becomes an insignificant problem, and it may well happen that
ToU pricing becomes obsolete. In this future scenario, we may
see real-time retail pricing, utilities making major investments
in storage, or renewable generation with very large co-located
storage for firming. In the event storage becomes this cheap,
we cannot predict what retail tariffs would look like. Our paper
does not address this situation.

Assumption A.3 is supported by experimental studies. The
U.S. Energy Information Administration estimates 2014 elas-
ticities to be between −0.12 and −0.2 for both commercial
and residential consumers [24]. Firms that are in the busi-
ness of producing goods use electricity to meet their demand.
Savings derived from using electricity storage does not change
materially the statistics of their electricity use.

Assumption A.4 is needed only to simplify our exposition.
It can easily be dropped at the expense of readability of our
results.

We will dispense with A.5 and A.6 in Sections V and VI
respectively.

III. MAIN RESULTS: NO SHARING

A. Optimal Investment Decisions

We first consider a single firm which chooses to invest in
storage capacity C. Let X be the random peak period con-
sumption of this firm. The firm will choose to service X first
using its cheaper stored energy, and will purchase the deficit
(X − C)+ at the peak period price πh. During the off-peak
period, it will recharge its storage at the lower price π�. The
firm will decide to completely recharge the storage as we have
assumed the storage is ideal, and holding costs are zero. The
daily expected cost of the firm is therefore

J(C) = πsC︸︷︷︸
cap ex

+πhE
[
(X − C)+

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

buy deficit

+ π�E[min{C,X}]︸ ︷︷ ︸
recharge storage

(6)

This firm will choose to invest in storage capacity

C∗ = arg min
C

J(C).

Fig. 3. Optimal Storage Co for a standalone firm.

Theorem 1: The optimal decision of a standalone firm
under no sharing is to purchase Co units of storage where

F(Co) = πδ − πs

πδ
= γ. (7)

The resulting optimal cost is

Jo = J(Co) = π�E[X] + πsE
[
X | X ≥ Co]. (8)

Remark 5: The result above is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is easy
to show that the optimal storage investment Co is monotone
decreasing in the amortized storage price πs, and monotone
increasing in the arbitrage price πδ .

Example 1: Consider two firms, indexed by k = 1, 2,
whose peak period demands are the random variables X1,X2
respectively. Suppose X1,X2 are independent and uniformly
distributed on [0, 1]. Then, we have

Fk(x) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

0 if x < 0
x if x ∈ [0, 1)
1 if x > 1

Fix γ ∈ [0, 1]. The optimal storage investment of both firms
is identical, and using Theorem 1, we calculate this to be
Co = F−1

k (γ ) = γ . Their combined storage investment is

Cc = 2Co = 2γ.

Now consider the entity formed by merging these firms.
Sharing electricity between firms is an internal exchange
within the entity. This entity has combined peak period
demand X = X1 + X2. Notice that

FX(x) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0 if x < 0
0.5x2 if x ∈ [0, 1)
1 − 0.5(x − 2)2 if x ∈ [1, 2)
1 if x ≥ 2

The optimal storage investment of the aggregate entity is Do =
F−1

X (γ ) which is

Do = F−1
X (γ ) =

{√
2γ if γ ∈ [0, 0.5]

2 + √
2 − 2γ if γ ∈ [0.5, 1]

Plotted in Fig. 4 are Cc, and Do as functions of γ . Notice that
Do < Cc when γ < 0.5 and Do > Cc if γ > 0.5.

Remark 6: The example above reveals that without sharing,
firms might over-invest in storage because they are going it
alone and do not have the opportunity to buy stored electricity
from other firms. This happens when γ is large. They might
also under-invest because they forgo revenue opportunities that
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Fig. 4. Example: Under- and over-investment.

arise from selling their stored electricity to other firms. This
happens when γ is small.

IV. MAIN RESULTS: WITH SHARING

Consider again n firms. Firm k has chosen to invest in Ck

units of storage to arbitrage against the ToU pricing it faces.
On a given day, suppose the total peak-period energy demand
of firm k is Xk. The firm will choose to first service Xk using
its cheaper stored energy. This may leave a surplus of stored
energy (Ck−Xk)

+. This excess energy available to firm k in its
storage can be sold to other firms. Conversely, it may happen
that firm k faces a deficit in its demand of (Xk − Ck)

+ even
after using its stored energy. This deficit could be purchased
from other firms that have a surplus, or from the utility.

A. The Spot Market for Stored Energy

We consider a spot market for trading excess energy in the
electricity storage of the collective of firms. Let S be the total
supply of energy available from storage from the collective
after they service their own peak period demand. Let D be the
total deficit of energy that must be acquired by the collective
of firms after they service their own peak period demand. So,

S =
∑

k

(Ck − Xk)
+, D =

∑

k

(Xk − Ck)
+.

If S > D, the suppliers compete against each other and drive
the price down to their (common) acquisition cost of π�. Note
that unsold supply is simply held. Since the storage is per-
fectly efficient and lossless (see Assumption A.4), there are
no holding costs. This is equivalent to selling unsold supply
at π� to an imaginary firm, and buying it back during the next
off-peak period at price π�. As a result, storage is completely
discharged during the peak period, and fully recharged during
the subsequent off-peak period. The entire supply S is traded
at π� if S > D.

If S < D, some electricity must be purchased from the utility
which is the supplier of last resort. Consumers compete and
drive up the price πh offered by the utility. As a result, the
excess energy S in storage is traded at πh when S < D.

Fig. 5 gives an intuitive explanation on how the equilibrium
price is determined, in terms of the standard supply-demand
curves. The equilibrium price is given by the intersection of
the supply curve and demand curve. From Assumption A.3,
demand is inelastic. Cost of acquisition of energy is either

Fig. 5. Equilibrium Price: (a) left panel S > D, (b) right panel S < D.

π� or πh which specifies the supply curve. We illustrate two
possible scenarios, when S > D and when S < D.

The market clearing price is therefore

πeq =
{
π� if S ≥ D
πh if S < D.

(9)

Note that the clearing price πeq is random and depends on
supply-demand conditions in each peak period. Note that

S − D =
∑

k

(
(Ck − Xk)

+ − (Xk − Ck)
+)

=
∑

k

Ck −
∑

k

Xk = Cc − Xc.

where Cc is the collective storage installed by the firms, and Xc

is their collective demand. We can then re-write the clearing
price as

πeq =
{
π� if Cc ≥ Xc

πh if Cc < Xc.
(10)

B. Optimal Investment Decisions Under Sharing

Consider a collection on n firms. Suppose firm k has chosen
to invest in Ck units of storage. The expected daily cost for
firm k under sharing is

Jk(Ck,C−k) = πsCk︸︷︷︸
cap ex

+ π�Ck︸ ︷︷ ︸
recharge

+ E
[
πeq(Xk − Ck)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
trade surplus/deficit

(11)

Note that this expected cost depends on the decisions C−k of
all the other firms. This dependence appears implicitly through
the random clearing price πeq for shared energy.

Suppose firms i, i �= k have invested in Ci units of storage.
The optimal investment of firm k under sharing is to purchase
Co

k units of storage where

Co
k = arg min

Ck
J(Ck,C−k).

The cost function Jk is, in general, non-convex. It may have
multiple local minima, and nonunique global minimizers.
Determining Co

k analytically can be difficult. Remarkably, in a
non-cooperative game setting when all firms seek to minimize
their cost, we can explicitly characterize optimal investment
decisions (see Theorem 3).
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C. The Social Cost

The social cost is the sum of the daily expected costs of all
the firms:

Jc(C1, . . . ,Cn) =
∑

k

J(Ck,C−k)

= π�Cc + E
[
πeq(Xc − Cc)

]
.

We can view trading excess storage as internal transactions
within the collective. From this observation, it is straight-
forward to verify that the social cost depends only on the
collective investment Cc and that

Jc(Cc) = πsCc + πhE
[
(Xc − Cc)

+]

+ π�E[min{Cc,Xc}]. (12)

This can be regarded as the daily expected cost of the col-
lective firm under no sharing (see (6)). A social planner
would minimize this social cost and select Cc = C∗ where
Fc(C∗) = γ (see Theorem 1). Since the cost function (12) of
the collective depends only on C1 + · · · + Cn, the social plan-
ner would not prescribe how the total investment C∗ should
be partitioned among the firms.

D. Non-Cooperative Game Formulation

We stress that the optimal storage decision Co
k of firm k

depends on the investment choices Ci, i �= k made by all other
firms. This leads naturally to a non-cooperative game-theoretic
formulation of the Storage Investment Game G. The players are
the n firms. The decision of firm k is Ck and its cost function
is Jk(Ck,C−k). We explore pure strategy Nash equilibria for
this game.

Theorem 2: Suppose for k = 1, . . . , n,

dE[Xk | Xc = β]

dβ
≥ 0. (13)

Then the Storage Investment Game admits a Nash Equilibrium.
Remark 7: The alignment condition (13) is a sufficient con-

dition for the existence of a Nash equilibrium. It has a natural
interpretation - the expected demand Xk of firm k increases if
the total demand Xc increases. This is not unreasonable. For
example, if Xk and Xc are jointly Gaussian, then (13) hold if
they are positively correlated.

Example 2: We can construct examples with exotic demand
distributions where a Nash equilibrium does not exist. Let W
be a random variable uniformly distributed on [0, 10]. Define
the peak period consumption for two firms by

X1 = W sin2(W), X2 = W cos2(W).

Notice that the collective demand is Xc = X1 + X2 = W. The
support of X1,X2 in the plane is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 6. We calculate

E[X1 | X1 + X2 = β] = β sin2(β).

This is not a non-decreasing function of β. Thus the alignment
condition (13) is violated.

Fig. 6. Example: no Nash Equilibrium.

We choose πs = 0.3, πδ = 1. Then, Fc(Q) = 0.7 = β,
which implies Q = 7. If a Nash equilibrium exists, it is unique
and must be given by (see Theorem 3)

C∗
1 = E[X1 | Xc = 7] = 7 sin2(7) = 3.02.

C∗
2 = E[X2 | Xc = 7] = 7 cos2(7) = 3.98.

The cost function for firm 1 is

J1
(
C1,C∗

2

) = 0.3C1 + 0.1
∫ 10

C1+3.98

(
W sin2(W)− C1

)
dW.

This function is plotted in the left panel of Figure 6. Notice that
C∗

1 is a not a global minimizer, proving that a Nash equilibrium
does not exist.

Theorem 3: Suppose the Storage Investment Game admits
a Nash Equilibrium. Then it is unique and given by

C∗
k = E[Xk|Xc = Q], k = 1, . . . , n, (14)

where Q is the unique solution of

Fc(Q) = πδ − πs

πδ
= γ. (15)

The resulting optimal cost is

J∗ = π�E[Xk] + πsE
[
Xk | Xc ≥ C∗]. (16)

Remark 8: The game G is nonconvex. It is remarkable that
it admits an explicit characterization of its unique Nash equi-
librium should one exist. It commonly happens that the cost
function Jk(Ck,C∗−k) of firm k given optimal decisions of other
firms has multiple local minima. It is surprising that C∗

k is the
unique global minimizer of this function.

Remark 9: Our problem formulation above does not
assume a perfect competition model. In our analysis, we allow
firm k to take into account the influence its investment deci-
sion Ck has on the statistics of the clearing price πeq. This
is a Cournot model of competition [25], under which Nash
equilibria do not necessarily exist.

Theorem 4: The unique Nash equilibrium of Theorem 3 has
the following properties:

(a) The Nash equilibrium supports the social welfare: the
collective investment Cc of the firms coincides with
the optimal investment of the collective firm with peak
period demand Xc = ∑

k Xk.
(b) Individual rationality: No firm is better off on its own

as a standalone firm without sharing.
(c) Coalitional stability: Assume the alignment condi-

tion (13) holds. No subset of firms is better off defecting
to form their own coalition.
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(d) No arbitrage: At the Nash equilibrium, we have
E

[
πeq

] = πs + π�.
(e) Neutrality of Aggregator: If firm k has peak-period con-

sumption Xk = 0, it will not invest in storage, i.e.,
C∗

k = 0.
Remark 10: Part (e) of this Theorem establishes that there

is no pure-storage play. A firm that does not consume elec-
tricity in the peak period has no profit incentive to invest in
storage. The aggregator is in this position. An important con-
sequence is that the aggregator is in a position of neutrality
with respect to the firms. It can therefore act to supply the
information necessary for firm k to make its optimal invest-
ment choice. This information consists of (i) the joint statistics
of Xk and Xc, and (ii) the cumulative optimal investment Cc

of all the firms. With this information, firm k can compute its
share of the optimal storage investment Cc as in (14). As a
result, the private information Xi, i �= k of the other firms is
protected. The neutrality of the aggregator affords it a position
to operate the market, determine the market clearing price of
shared storage, conduct audits, and settle transactions.

V. NON-IDEAL STORAGE

We generalize our results to accommodate certain aspects of
non-ideal storage. Let ηi, ηo be the charging and discharging
efficiency respectively. We do not address maximum rates of
charge or discharge, or treat leakage. Incorporating leakage is
challenging because it affects the control strategy of storage
and the clearing price in the spot-market.

Theorem 5: With non-ideal storage, the optimal decision of
a firm under no sharing is to invest in Co units of storage where

F
(
ηoCo) = πhηo − π�/ηi − πs

πhηo − π�/ηi
. (17)

Charging inefficiency has the effect of inflating the off-
peak price π�, and discharging inefficiency discounts the
peak-period price πh. These together reduce the arbitrage
opportunity. Our results on optimal decisions under sharing
also generalize easily.

VI. JOINING THE CLUB

We have thus far assumed that all firms make their storage
investment decisions simultaneously. A better model would
allow for sequential capital investment decisions. We explore
the situation when a collective of firms C has made optimal
storage investments, and a new firm wishes to join.

Theorem 6: Consider a collective of n firms. Let Qn be
the optimal combined storage investment of these firms under
sharing. Suppose a new firm joins the collective. Let Qn+1 be
new combined optimal storage investment of these n+1 firms
under sharing. Then,

Qn+1 ≥ Qn.

This result shows that the optimal storage investment is
extensive. As firms join the collective, the optimal storage
investment must increase. As a result, the collective of firms
does not have to divest any storage investments already made.

Fig. 7. ToU pricing: (a) real three-period pricing, (b) simplified two-period
pricing.

It must merely purchase Qn+1 − Qn additional units of stor-
age. In addition, the optimal storage investments of firms
in C change when the new firm joins the collective. As a
result, these firms will have to rearrange their fraction of stor-
age ownership requiring an internal exchange of payments. If
the storage is co-located and managed at the aggregator, this
rearrangement reduces to simple financial transactions.

It is clear from the coalitional stability result of
Theorem 4(b), that both the original collective C and the
new firm are better off joining forces. However, simple
examples reveal that some individual firms in C may be
worse off in the expanded collective C ∪ Fn+1. This raises
interesting issues on voting rights. Under veto power the new
firm may not be invited to expand the coalition. Under a
cost-weighted majority vote, the new firm will always be
invited to expand the coalition. These questions require further
exploration.

VII. SIMULATION STUDIES

We illuminate the analytical development of sharing storage
using synthetic simulations. Figure 7(a) shows the three-period
(peak, partial peak, and off-peak) A6 tariff offered by PG&E
during summer months. We approximate this by the two-
period ToU tariff shown in Figure 7(b). We set πh = 54¢/kWh,
and π� = 21.5¢/kWh (average of the partial peak and off-
peak prices). We use the publicly available Pecan Street data
set [26] which offers 1-minute resolution consumption data
from 1000 households. From historical data, we use standard
methods to estimate demand statistics. Figure 8 shows sam-
ple empirical cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) Fk(·)
for 4 household k = 1, . . . , 4. It is apparent that there is
considerable statistical diversity in peak-period consumption.
Panel (a) shows a representative cdf, panel (b) suggests that
some households are consistently vacant during peak hours,
panel (c) shows a constant background load, panel (d) sug-
gests some users have low variability in their peak-period
demand.

For storage sharing to be beneficial, we require statistical
diversity in the peak period demands Xk. A histogram of the
pairwise correlation coefficients is shown in Figure 9. The
average pairwise correlation coefficient between households
is approximately 0.5, and there are many pairs of households
with negatively correlated demands.
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Fig. 8. Sample cumulative distribution functions of peak-period demand Xk
for 4 households.

Fig. 9. Histogram of pairwise correlation coefficients.

Fig. 10. Average optimal investment.

We compare two cases: (a) without sharing, and (b) with
sharing. We have already seen (see Example 1) that firms may
over- or under-invest under no sharing depending on the statis-
tics of their demand. For this data set, Figure 10 shows that
the average storage investment is ≈5% lower under sharing.
Finally, we compute the average financial benefit under shar-
ing. The expected daily cost of a household that chooses not
to invest in storage is J = πhE[Xk]. If this household invests
optimally in storage, but does not participate in sharing, its
expected daily cost is (see equation (8))

Jo = π�E[Xk] + πsE
[
Xk | Xk ≥ Co]

Fig. 11. Average savings using storage for ToU price arbitrage.

where Co is prescribed by Theorem 1. If this household invests
optimally while participating in the spot market for storage,
its expected daily cost is (see equation (16))

J∗ = π�E[Xk] + πsE
[
Xk | Xc ≥ C∗]

as shown in Theorem 3. The expected daily arbitrage revenue
from using storage without sharing is 	ns = J − Jo, and is
	s = J − J∗ under sharing. We plot 	ns,	s averaged across
users. Figure 11 shows that users earn ≈55¢ per day with-
out sharing on average under sharing which represents a 50%
better return that without sharing.

VIII. PHYSICAL AND MARKET IMPLEMENTATIONS

Sharing electricity services requires coordination. For exam-
ple, if the service is a delivery of power from one rooftop PV
to a remote consumer in the community, signals must be sent
to coordinate the equipment of both. Set point schedules for
inverters must be communicated in advance of the physical
exchange of energy.

Our focus has been on sharing energy services. The trans-
actions involved are exchanges of energy during the peak
period without stipulating when this energy should be deliv-
ered. Small businesses could invest in electricity storage for
many reasons beyond time-of-use price arbitrage, including
smoothing high-frequency variations in PV production, or pro-
tection from critical peak pricing (CPP). CPP is a common
tariff where firms face a substantial surcharge based on their
monthly peak demand. Sharing surplus energy in electricity
storage does not preclude these other applications.

In our framework, electricity storage could be physically
distributed among the firms, or centralized. A distributed stor-
age architecture requires n inverters and results in larger losses.
Centralized storage co-located, installed, and managed by the
aggregator, requires a single inverter and promises economies
of scale. Firms can lease their fair share of storage capacity
directly from the aggregator.

We have studied a spot market for trading energy in electric-
ity storage. Other arrangements are possible – bilateral trades,
auctions, or bulletin boards to match buyers and sellers. In
any event, realizing a sharing economy for electricity services
requires a scalable software platform to accept supply/demand
bids, clear markets, publish prices, and conduct audits.
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The physical and market infrastructure necessary to support
the broader sharing economy for the smart grid is a topic that
demand deeper exploration.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have explored sharing economy opportu-
nities for the future smart grid. We then study one specific
problem in detail – a collection of firms that invest in electric-
ity storage to arbitrage against time-of-use tariffs and share
their excess unused stored electricity. We have formulated
trading of stored electricity in a spot market and character-
izes the random clearing prices. The investment decisions of
the firms are modeled as a storage investment game which
is non-convex. Under a mild assumption, we show that this
game admits a unique Nash equilibrium and supports the social
welfare. We characterize the coalitional stability of the solu-
tion and also explore the scenario where new firms join the
collective. We also discuss the possible physical and market
implementation models.

This work is merely an initial exploration of the problems
and opportunities that sharing economy business models might
offer for the smart grid. In a forthcoming paper, we develop
sharing economy models for residential solar PV investment.
Here, we model consumers as directly participating in whole-
sale markets. There are already large numbers of consumers
who have invested in solar PV and their investment decisions
and consequent electricity generation do affect the wholesale
price of electricity. Our thesis is that shared electricity ser-
vices can spur greater investment in distributed renewables
with minimal subsidy, and with participants fairly paying
for infrastructure, reserves, and reliability costs. Apartment
dwellers can participate in this revolution by investing in com-
munity PV generation placed at favorable locations. Utilities
can lease rooftops from homeowners who cannot afford PV
capital costs. This is no far-fetched vision. It is already
happening through community solar projects developed by
Community Choice Aggregators (CCA) such as Sonoma Clean
Power. CCAs are encouraged through policies that enable
local providers aggregate electricity demand within their juris-
dictions. This enables deeper renewable penetration, reduced
electricity cost, and provides for more power to be generated
and consumed locally.

APPENDIX

PROOFS

A. Proof of Theorem 1

The daily expected cost for a single firm under no sharing
is (see equation (6))

J(C) = πsC + E
[
πh(X − C)+ + π� min{C,X}]

= πsC + πh

∫ ∞

C
(x − C)fX(x)dx

+ π�C · P(X ≥ C)+ π�

∫ C

0
xfX(x)dx.

It is straightforward to verify that this is strictly convex in C.
As a result, the optimal investment Co is the unique solution

of the first-order optimality condition

0 = dJ

dC
= πs − πh

∫ ∞

C
fX(x)dx + π�P(X ≥ C)

= πs + (π� − πh)(1 − F(C)).

Rearranging this expression yields

F(C) = πs − πδ

πδ
.

B. Proof of Theorem 2

Consider firm k. Its decision is Ck. Fix the decisions of all
other firms C∗−k where

C∗
i = E[Xi | Xc = Q], Fc(Q) = γ = πs − πδ

πδ
. (18)

Simple algebra reveals that

πs − πδ + πδFc(Q) = 0.

Define the quantity

α =
∑

i �=k

C∗
i .

The expected daily cost of firm k defined on Ck ≥ 0 is

Jk
(
Ck | C∗−k

) = πsCk + π�Ck + E
[
πeq(Xk − Ck)

]
.

We have to show that C∗
k is a global minimizer of Jk(Ck,C∗−k).

Using the characterization (10) of the spot market clearing
price πeq, and noting that the statistics of Xk are not influenced
by Ck (see Assumption A.3), this cost function simplifies to:

πsCk + πδ

∞∫

Xk=0

∞∫

Xc=Ck+α
(Xk − Ck)fXkXc(Xk,Xc)dXkdXc.

It is easy to show using the Leibniz rule that

dJk

dCk
= −πδ · fc(Ck + α) · (E[Xk | Xc = Ck + α] − Ck)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ(Ck)

+ πs − πδ + πδFc(Ck + α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ(Ck)

. (19)

We now explore properties of the functions φ and ψ .
We have

φ(Ck) is monotone increasing in Ck. (20)

φ
(
C∗

k

) = πs − πδ + πδFc
(
C∗

k + α
)

= πs − πδ + πδFc(Q) = 0. (21)

Here, we have made use of the assumption that fc(·) > 0.
Thus φ is monotone increasing and vanishes at Ck = C∗

k .
Next observe that

β =
∑

i

E[Xi | Xc = β], and by differentiating,

1 =
∑

i

dE[Xi | Xc = β]

dβ︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0 by equation (13)

=⇒ dE[Xk | Xc = β]

dβ
≤ 1
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Here we have made critical use of the technical condition (13)
needed to establish existence of a Nash equilibrium. It then
follows that

dψ(Ck)

dCk
= dE[Xk | Xc = β]

dβ
− 1 ≤ 0.

ψ
(
C∗

k

) = E
[
Xk | Xc = C∗

k + α
] − C∗

k

= E[Xk | Xc = Q] − C∗
k = 0.

Thus ψ is monotone non-increasing and vanishes at Ck = C∗
k .

As a result,

−πδ · fc(Ck + α) · ψ(Ck)

{≤ 0 Ck ≤ C∗
k≥ 0 Ck ≥ C∗
k .

Combining this with the properties of φ in equations (20), (21),
we get

dJk

dCk

⎧
⎨

⎩

< 0 Ck < C∗
k= 0 Ck = C∗
k

> 0 Ck > C∗
k .

This proves that C∗
k is the global minimizer of

Jk(Ck,C∗−k), establishing that C∗ = (C∗
1, . . . ,C∗

n) is a Nash
equilibrium.

C. Proof of Theorem 3

Let Dk, k = 1, . . . , n be any Nash equilibrium. We show
that Dk = C∗

k where

C∗
k = E[Xk | Xc = Q], Fc(Q) = γ = πδ − πs

πδ
.

Simple algebra reveals that Q is the unique solution of

πs − πδ + πδFc(Q) = 0.

Let β = ∑
k Dk, and define the constants

K1 = πs − πδ + πδFc(β),

K2 = πδfXc(β) > 0.

Define the index sets

M = {i : Di > 0}, N = {
j : Dj = 0

}
.

Since D is a Nash equilibrium, it follows that Dk is a global
minimizer of Jk(Ck | D−k). We write the first-order optimality
conditions (see eq. (19)) for i ∈ M:

0 = dJi(Ci | D−i)

dCi

∣∣∣∣
D

= K1 − K2 · E[Xi − Di | Xc = β]. (22)

The first-order optimality conditions for j ∈ N are:

0 ≤ dJj
(
Cj | D−j

)

dCj

∣∣∣∣∣
D

= K1 − K2 · E
[
Xj − Dj | Xc = β

]
. (23)

Summing these conditions, we get

0 ≤ nK1 − K2 ·
n∑

k=1

E[Xk − Dk | Xc = β]

= nK1 − K2 · E[Xc − β | Xc = β]

= nK1.

Thus, K1 ≥ 0. Using (22), for any i ∈ M we write

E[Xi − Di | Xc = β] = K1

K2
≥ 0. (24)

Next, we have

0 =
n∑

k=1

E[Xk − Dk | Xc = β]

=
∑

i∈M

E[Xi − Di | Xc = β] +
∑

j∈N

E
[
Xj | Xc = β

]

≥
∑

i∈M

E[Xi − Di | Xc = β]

≥ 0.

Here, we have used (24) and the fact that the random variables
Xj are non-negative. As a result, we have

for i ∈ M: E[Xi − Di | Xc = β] = 0.

for j ∈ N: E
[
Xj − Dj | Xc = β

] = E
[
Xj | Xc = β

] = 0.

So for k = 1, . . . , n,

0 = E[Xk − Dk | Xc = β] ⇐⇒ Dk = E[Xk | Xc = β].

Using this in (22) yields

0 = K1 = πs − πδ + πδFc(β).

This implies β = Q, and it follows that Dk = C∗
k for all k,

proving the claim.

D. Proof of Theorem 4

(a) Notice that
∑

k

C∗
k =

∑

k

E[Xk | Xc = Q] = E[Xc | Xc = Q] = Q.

Since Fc(Q) = γ , it follows that the Nash equilib-
rium (14) supports the social welfare.

(b) We first show individual rationality - that no firm is
better off defecting from the grand coalition. Consider
firm k on its own. Its optimal investment decision is
Co given by Theorem 1 and its optimal expected daily
cost is Jo. The standalone firm (a) buys its shortfall
(Xk−Ck)

+ from the utility at πh, and (b) spills its surplus
(Ck−Xk)

+. Under any sharing arrangement, firm k bene-
fits by (a) buying its shortfall at the possibly lower price
πeq, and (b) selling its surplus at the possibly higher
price πeq. Suppose this firm were to retain its invest-
ment choice at Co, but participate in sharing with the
grand coalition. Its new cost function is Jk(Co,C∗−k).
Since any sharing arrangement reduces the cost of firm
k, we have

Jo ≥ Jk
(
Co,C∗−k

)
.

Since C∗ is a Nash equilibrium, we have

Jo ≥ Jk
(
Co,C∗−k

) ≥ Jk
(
C∗

k ,C∗−k

) = J∗.

As a result, Jo ≥ J∗, proving the claim.
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(c) We next prove coalitional stability. Consider the Storage
Investment Game G. We form coalitions Aj ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
such that

Ai ∩ Aj = φ,∪kAk = {1, . . . , n}.

The game G induces a new game H with players Ai and
associated cost

JAi =
∑

k∈Ai

Jk(C1, . . . ,Cn).

Since the alignment condition (13) holds for G, we have
for any coalition Ai,

dE
[
XAi | Xc = β

]

dβ
=

∑

k∈Ai

dE[Xk | Xc = β]

dβ
≥ 0.

Thus, the alignment condition holds for the induced
game H. It therefore admits a unique Nash equilibrium
D∗ where

D∗
i = E

[
XAi |Xc = Q

] =
∑

k∈Ai

C∗
k

Now individual rationality of D∗ in game H is equivalent
to coalitional stability of C∗ in game G, proving the
claim.

(d) Using the characterization (10) of πeq, we have

E
[
πeq

] = π�Fc(Cc)+ πh(1 − Fc(Cc)) = πh − πδFc(Cc).

At the Nash equilibrium we have Cc = Q, where
Fc(Q) = γ = (πδ − πs)/πδ . Then,

E
[
πeq

] = πh − πδ + πs = π� + πs.

(e) Follows immediately from (14) with Xk ≡ 0.

E. Proof of Theorem 5

The firm can withdraw at most ηoC power from its fully
charged storage. Therefore, the firm must purchase its peak-
period deficit (X −ηoC)+ from the utility. During the off-peak
period, the firm will fully recharge its storage because there
are no holding costs (no leakage). The cost function for the
firm is then

J(C) = πsC + πhE
[
(X − ηoC)+

] + π�

ηiη0
E[min{C,X}]

It is straightforward to verify that this function is strictly con-
vex. Writing the first-order optimality condition, it follows that
the optimal investment Co solves

0 = dJ

dC
= πs + πhηo Pr (X ≥ ηoC)+ π�

ηi
Pr (X ≥ ηoC)

Rearranging terms establishes the claim.

F. Proof of Theorem 6

First note that the storage investments Qn and Qn+1 are
optimal. Define the collective peak demands

A =
n∑

k=1

Xk, B = A + Xn+1.

Using Theorem 1, we have

FA
(
Qn) = FB

(
Qn+1

)
= γ.

As a result,

Prob
(
A ≤ Qn) = Prob

(
A + Xn+1 ≤ Qn+1

)

≤ Prob
(

A ≤ Qn+1
)
.

where the last inequality follows from Xn+1 ≥ 0 (demand is
non-negative). This forces Qn+1 ≥ Qn, proving the claim.
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